PANIC EXIT DEVICE WITH ACOUSTIC ALARM
The ideal solution for shops,
small and medium warehouses.
Compatible with Iseo panic exit devices of the Push series.
Strong acoustic alarm (90 dB) when the bar is pressed.
Powered by long life batteries with “low battery” signal.
“Break” function operated by the key to exit without alarm.

Trim Tronic
ELECTRONIC OUTSIDE UNIT
To be used in conjunction with any
panic and emergency exit devices.
Access control management also by remote pulse.
Permanent or temporary handle enabling.
Anti-vandalism device.
Signalling Led.
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Electromechanical opening and closing mechanism.
Smart system for access control management.
It can be integrated in domotic systems.
Accessories can be easily combined in doors design.

IS

Lockbus interface for integration in Iseo
access control management systems.
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ELECTROMECHANICAL LOCK FOR ARMOURED DOORS

iseozero1@iseo.com

iseo.com

Thesis 2.0
SECURITY SOLENOID LOCK
Normally Closed (fail secure) and Normally Open (fail safe) versions.
Door status control programming for security supervision.
Lockbus interface for integration with Iseo access control systems.
Stand alone configurator, manual and automatic interlock.
Low power consumption device with power reserve (booster).

Stylos
CREDENTIAL READER
Installation- and user-friendly access control system.
The ideal solution for offices, small companies, residential buildings.
RFID Multistandard credential reader with display and numeric keypad or Leds.
Lockbus interface for direct integration with ISEO actuators.
Encrypted data transmission and peripherals safe authentication.

Aries
ELECTRONIC TRIM SET

ELECTROMECHANICAL AUTOMATIC LOCK
Perfect combination of security and comfort.
It operates with the most advanced access control systems.
It can be set with three different options: Total, Light, Free.
Acoustic opening and closing signals.
Mechanical opening with handle with comfort function.

Top Exit dgt
ELECTROMECHANICAL LOCK WITH PANIC FUNCTION
Motorized opening and closing system for metal frames.

Stand-alone access control system.
It can be fit on most doors (wood, aluminum, iron).

Panic function according to UNI EN 1125 in conjunction
with Palmo panic exit device.

Harmless installation even on existing doors (it requires 2 holes only).

Door status control for security supervision.

RFID Multistandard credential reader with signalling Led.

Lockbus interface for integration with Iseo access control systems.

It works with batteries up to 40.000 operations.

It can be connected to alarm systems.

Libra
DOUBLE KNOB ELECTRONIC CYLINDER
Stand-alone access control system with RFID Multistandard
credential reader and signalling Led.
It can be fit with most European profile cylinder locks.
Harmless installation and replacement, with no wiring
(it works with batteries).
Unique and innovative design, several colours and finishes available.
Modular system for a simply and rapid customized configuration.

F9000
MECHATRONIC CYLINDER
Mechanical security and electronic flexibility in a unique product.
Tailor-made MK system programming.
Registered, patented and non-duplicable key profile for a total security.
Harmless installation with no cabling.
It can be fit with any European profile cylinder locks.

2001
ELECTROMECHANICAL RIM LOCK FOR GATES
Stainless steel finish.
With internal cylinder or pushbutton for hold-open function.
Self-locking latchbolt.
Adjustable keep.
Loading spring with adjustable force.

Match Radiale
ELECTRIC STRIKER
Reversible.
Radius keeper.
Adjustable up to 3 mm.
It resists to forcing.
Permanent unlatching or during electric pulse only.

